
BOOK REVIEWS: 

 

Stephen Smallman, What is a Reformed Church? (Phillipsburg, NJ, P&R Publishing, 
2003), paperback, 28 pages. Philip Graham Ryken, What is a True Calvinist? 
(Phillipsburg, NJ, P&R Publishing, 2003), Paperback, 32 pages.  $3.50 each. 
 
“Basics of the Reformed Faith” is an excellent new series of booklets from P&R intended as 

simple primers on Reformed distinctives.  Unapologetically Reformed and Presbyterian, they are 

attractively presented, easily read and yet not lacking in substance. 

 

The first in the series answers the question, “What is a Reformed Church?” Written by veteran 

pastor Stephen Smallman, this booklet is surprisingly comprehensive in its scope.  Beginning 

with its roots in the Protestant Reformation, the author traces the historical journey of the 

movement to America before explaining six Reformed distinctives: Scripture, Divine 

Sovereignty, the Covenant, the Law of God, the Church, and the Kingdom of God.   

 

Particularly well handled is the treatment of God’s sovereignty in providence and salvation, the 

covenantal structure of Scripture and the three uses of the Law.  It is also most welcome to find 

such an explicit explanation and defense of presbyterian church government and infant baptism.  

The concluding call of sempa reformanda gives a healthy reminder that Reformed believers live 

in a changing world and look to the future rather than live in the past.  The only improvement to 

the booklet’s overall usefulness may be a list of suggested reading for enquirers wishing to take 

the “next step” in their study.   

 

The second booklet in the series is from the respected pen of Philip Ryken, and addresses the 

question of what it is to be Calvinist.  In a day when the term is berated by many within and 

without the Church, Ryken’s treatment is extremely refreshing. Rather than delve into a 

controversial study of the “5 Points”, he draws Calvinism inductively from an exposition of 

Scripture, particularly Isaiah’s encounter with the sovereign grace of God in Isaiah ch.6.  He 

shows that a true Calvinist is characterized by a God-centered mind, a penitent spirit, a grateful 

heart, a submissive will, a holy life and a glorious purpose. 

 

Conceding that many of the stereotypes of Calvinists are accurate due to the sometimes “narrow, 

parochial and uncharitable” attitudes of so-called “TRs” (the “Truly Reformed”), Ryken helpfully 

debunks such a posture as sub-Calvinistic.  The true Calvinist is characterized by “humility, 

holiness, and thankfulness, with a passion for prayer and evangelism ... not narrow and unkind, 

but grounded in God’s grace and therefore generous of spirit” (p.6).   

 

These booklets will prove helpful for membership classes in the Reformed Presbyterian Church 

or to give away to those interested in the Reformed faith.  Whilst there is nothing content-wise 

that is in conflict with our standards, supplementary materials will be needed for RP distinctives 

within the Reformed tradition.  Also newly available in the series are “What is true Conversion?” 

by Stephen Smallman and “What is the Lord’s Supper?” by Richard D. Philips. 
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